Reading list:

“General interest” Finance:
Chancellor, Edward, *Devil Takes the Hindmost*, Farrar, Straus & Giroux (available at Ford Library and Perkins Library)
Taleb, Nassim, *Fooled by Randomness*
Lowenstein, Roger, *When Genius Failed*
Mallaby, Sebastian, *More Money than God*
Lewis, Michael, *The Big Short*, W.W Norton (available at Ford Library)
Sorkin, Andrew, *Too Big To Fail*

Textbook references for detailed finance information:

Financial Crisis
Paulson Jr., Henry M., *On The Brink*
Bair, Sheila, *Bull By The Horns: Fighting to Save Main Street from Wall Street and Wall Street from Itself*
McDonald, Lawrence, Robinson, Patrick, *A Colossal Failure of Common Sense*
Cohan, William D., *House of Cards*
Farrel, Greg, *Crash of the Titans*
Barofsky, Neil, *Bailout: An Inside Account of How Washington Abandoned Main Street While Rescuing Wall Street*
Zuckerman, Gregory, *The Greatest Trade Ever*
Mack, Stephanie Madoff, *The End Of Normal’ - The Stigma Of Being A Madoff*
Gasparino, Charles, *The Sell Out*
Dillian, Jared, *Street Freak: Money and Madness at Lehman Brothers*
McLean, Bethany, *All The Devils Are Here*
Boyd, Roddy, *Fatal Risk: A Cautionary Tale of AIG’s Corporate Suicide*
Greenberg, Alan C., *The Rise and Fall Of Bear Stearns*